
Annual Show
Over 700 people came to our 

Annual Show in August. It’s 

unlikely that our site has had 

that many visitors before! 

After waiting patiently in a 

long queue to come in, the 

crowd swarmed over our site. 

Some joined the organised 

tour while others made their 

own way, mesmerised by the 

ever changing landscape as 

they stepped from plot to plot. 

The reason for this deluge was, 

of course, the feature on 

George and Serge’s plot which 

appeared on BBC2's 

Gardener’s World a week 

before. Many of these 

enthusiasts had travelled long 

distances to visit our 

allotments and see our Show! 

One party had driven all the 

way from Harwich while a 

cyclist had pedalled from 

Staines. And they all thought it 

worthwhile coming!

The Show was opened by one 

of our local councillors, Juliet 

Solomon. After handing out 

certificates to the winners, she 

said that it had been a 

wonderful afternoon and a 

really heart-warming occasion. 

She went home with a large 

basket of our produce. Back 

came a “thank you” message, 

describing the strawberry jam 

as “utterly delicious”. 

Just the front of the long queue

Altogether, 258 items were 

exhibited in the Show by 42 

gardeners, a big increase on 

last year when there were only 

23 entrants. The judges who 

had the task of choosing the  

winners were delighted by the 

quality of the exhibits. 

Hopefuls brought their produce

At the end, Marcia MacLeod, 

the editor of North London’s 

Allotment Magazine 

commented that our show is 

the best one! Maybe next year, 

those who did not show 

anything will try their hand?  

But you can also put forward 

ideas on how to encourage 

people to take part in the 

Show.

 

GCAA 2014 Calendar
Each month has a beautiful 

photo taken at our site, from

colourful blossoms to deep 

snow. Lots of tips and recipes 

for each month!  Only £7.50!

Available from:

Trading Shed 3-4 November;  

Community Hut 11 to 1 on 

other Sundays in  November; 

and Karen Sellars, plot 40A 

Plotholders provided enough 

delicious food for everyone
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Christmas Party
Don't forget to come to our 

Christmas Party on 

Sunday 15 December  

12noon to 2pm. 

Mulled wine! Mince pies! 

Other savouries, sweets etc. 

Please bring contributions of 

food and/or drink. 
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Show: key results
Gardener of the Year: Assunta 

Copelli 

Association Cup (collection of 

salad vegetables): Karen Sellars 

Banksian Medal: (most points 

for horticulture) Jenny Kruss 

Bill Lewin Trophy (for the 

heaviest marrow): Andrew 

Olney 

Black Memorial Cup (for 

dahlias): Marc and Jenny Zihler

Bonner Memorial Cup (for best 

kept full plot): Karen Sellars 

Evans Shield (for the best 

exhibit in the vegetable  

classes, 1-31: Karen Sellars

(collection of vegetables) 

Garden News Challenge Shield 

(most points veg classes): 

shared between Karen Sellars 

& Assunta Copelli

Best kept half plot: shared Nick 

& Clare Winstanley / Stephanie 

Wright

Best kept newcomer's half plot: 

shared Katie Fairhead/ Simon 

Padfield

Gordon Wright Cup (Novice, 

32-42): shared Ann Dowland / 

Gϋllϋ Gϋrgϋr

Jubilee Challenge Cup, class 30 

(collection of vegetables): 

Karen Sellars

Jubilee Challenge Open (most 

points in the domestic classes): 

Helen & Alwyn Pritchard

Palmer Memorial (most points 

in flower classes): Jenny Kruss

Potato Shield (highest weight 

from 3 potatoes): Karen Sellars

D Roberts Trophy (mixed 

flowers): Marc & Jenny Zihler

Secretary’s Cup (best 

horticulture exhibit): Jenny 

Kruss (flowers)

Sentinel Trophy (most points 

in fruit classes) joint winners: 

Liz Love, Stasis Kazamias, 

Jenny Kruss 
Photo competition (judged 

by visitors): Clare Winstanley 

(winning entry shown below)

Best Plots
Newcomer: Joint winners:

133a Katy Fairchild  65pts

132b Simon Padfield 65pts

Best half plot: Joint winners: 

Clare & Nick Winstanley 88b, 

Stephanie Wright 3b 

Best full plot: Karen Sellars 

40a

Children's results:
Most points in classes C1 - 

C8: Emma Winstanley, Martha 

Steel, Bill Steel 

Best children’s plot: 

Connie Nieto (29A)

Best exhibit: Edie Steel (for 

“vegesaurus”)

Tallest Sunflower:

Connie Nieto   

Website 

upgraded
Our website was recently 

upgraded to make it easier to 

use and to update. The address 

has also changed. From now 

on, please use the following: 

http://www.golfcourseallotmen

ts.co.uk/

Juicy tale
The Young Gardeners have 

also been busy harvesting their 

crops. These include over 20 

different vegetables - from 

carrots to komatsuma. That is 

something most adult 

gardeners would be delighted 

to achieve! What's more, the 

YG's have been able to look 

after their crops better than 

most of us (as the perfect 

specimens in the photo below 

demonstrate). 

Perfect specimens!

Recently, the YG’s met up to 

taste what they had grown. 
Not all items were popular so 

more cookery sessions are 

planned; and next year, new 

vegetables will be tried. 

Meanwhile, there are still some 

leeks, parsnips and late 

potatoes in the ground.      
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On 13th October, apples were 
celebrated once again. Apple 
Day is a tradition begun in 

Covent Garden over 20 years 

ago  to celebrate British 

apples, the beautiful orchards 
where they grow and the 

significance of the apple in our 
culture. Ours was just one 

among hundreds of apple 

events staged across the 

country on that day. The YG's 
set up a production line (see 

photos) to make apple juice. 
Thousands of apples went into 
this process: parents chopped 
them while the children 

mashed, pressed and bottled. 
Their efforts produced around 
thirty litres of delicious apple 
juice!

Examining the apples

Cutting up the apples, then 

pressing (in the background)

During the autumn, work is 

being planned to improve the 
plot, including better drainage,
 eradication of perennial 

weeds, enrichment of the soil 
and the improvement of its 

texture. The raised beds will be 
strengthened. And work on the 
shed will be complete after 

installing guttering and 

painting. 

Volunteers to help us with the 
drainage work would be most 
welcome! Please let Nick or 

Clare know if you are willing to 
help (020 8881 4130 or 

nickwinstanley@blueyonder.

co.uk).

“London in Bloom” 
The Young Gardeners have 

participated in a London-wide 
scheme through which 

boroughs, businesses and 

residents work together to 

improve the environment of 

London. 

The organisers' aims are not 

limited to improving the 

environment of London and 

making it a greener, cleaner 

place to live, work and visit. 

They also want to recognise 

the efforts of the people who 
bring this about. 

On their certificate (above), the 
judges described the GCAA 

Young Gardeners as “thriving”,

which is the category just below 
“outstanding”. Well done!  

The Banded Snail
By Peter Turner (plot 40)

Have you ever noticed a yellow 
snail on the allotment with 

black stripes around it? (see 

picture). It's a bit smaller than 
the usual brown snail that 

attacks our plants and its colour 
can vary quite a lot. It's called 
the Banded Snail and is 

common throughout Europe.

It has interested scientists for 
many years because hardly any 
other animal comes in such a 
wide variety of colours. For 

instance, in woods it is usually a 
darkish  pink or brown but in 
grassland it is usually a lighter 
yellow shade. 

Scientists think this variability is 
probably maintained by natural 
selection. Snail-eating predators 
like the Songthrush eat the 

snails they can see. If a dark 

snail is in a wood it is less likely 
to be spotted than a pale 

yellow one. Likewise, in sunny 
grassland the yellow snail is 

better camouflaged than the 

dark one, so its survival chances 
are better and its genes pass on 
through its eggs to the next 

generation.
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Another factor is the relative 

reflective nature of light and 

dark surfaces. In a dark wood a 

dark shell is preferable because 

it absorbs more of the sun's 

warmth than a pale shell 

would. (If the cold-blooded 

snail doesn't warm up each 

morning it can't move, which is 

why they have to hibernate for 

4 to 5 months of the year.) 

Out in the open a brown snail 

might get too hot, so a more 

reflective pale shell is 

advantageous. When a snail is 

overheated, water loss 

increases. That's why, on hot 

days, they get into the shade 

under your cabbage leaves!

In southern Europe, the yellow 

form is more prevalent, 

possibly because it's hotter. 

This means that if global 

warming is affecting us here in 

Britain, we can expect the 

yellow form to get commoner 

and the brown form to get 

scarcer. This can be measured 

quite easily. Count the 

proportion of each that you 

find in a sample of ten in July 

of every year for the next few 

years and see if it changes.

.

Rosehip and  

blackberry jelly
On a warm day in late 

September, Hussein was 

picking and preparing rosehips 

to make jelly. Below is a recipe 

you might like to try. If your 

neighbour has attractive 

rosehips, you must have 

his/her permission before 

picking them! 

Ingredients: 900grams 

rosehips, 900 grams 

blackberries, juice from 2 

lemons, 1.1 litres of water, 

sugar (see below). 

Wash the blackberries, then 

cook gently in 600ml of water 

until they are soft. Wash the 

rosehips and cook in the rest 

of the water until pulped. 

Strain all the fruit and liquid 

through muslin for 2½ hours. 

Don't squeeze: if you do, the 

jelly will be cloudy. 

Hussein showing his ripe 

rosehips, ready for making jelly

Measure out 450g of sugar for 

every 600ml  of juice. Warm 

the sugar in a low oven. Add 

the lemon juice to the liquid. 

Heat the juice in a preserving 

pan, then add the warmed 

sugar and stir until dissolved. 

Bring to the boil and allow to 

boil rapidly until setting point 

is reached. The easiest way to 

test for this is with a cooking 

thermometer. Otherwise, pour 

a teaspoonful of the liquid into 

a pre-chilled saucer and leave 

it in a fridge or freezer for a 

minute or so. The surface 

should wrinkle to the touch 

when setting point has been 

reached. Then remove the pan 

from the heat and skim any 

froth from the surface. Allow 

the liquid to cool slightly, pour 

into sterilised, pre-heated jars 

and seal them immediately.  

Nostalgia cards!

You can buy these cards - 

designed by plotholder Jane 

May and first produced over 20 

years ago - when you buy the 

calendar (see p1). The card 

above shows the view towards 

the golf course, at the bottom 

of main roadway. The price for 

a pack of 4 different cards is 

£3.50. 

The photos in this issue are by 

Andrew Olney, Sue Coles, 

Nick Winstanley and Alwyn 

Pritchard

Contributions and 

comments to: 

gcaanews@yahoo.com
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